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- Given a program and an initial state, it explores all non-equivalent executions.
- ExoDPOR explores executions by invoking and controlling an external runtime using executable traces.
- We formalize requirements for the traces and relations that are communicated between ExoDPOR and the external runtime.
- ExoDPOR can be instantiated for programming languages or systems supporting deterministic record and replay.
- The search orchestrated by ExoDPOR can be parallelized in a straightforward manner and scales over multiple machines.
- We have instantiated ExoDPOR for Real-Time ABS.
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- The main feature of ExoDPOR is that it is decoupled from the runtime
- ExoDPOR allows us to benefit from the Erlang backend of Real-Time ABS
- A change in the Erlang backend does not imply that a change is needed in the ExoDPOR instantiation
- Much easier to support the full language
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$$\sigma \xrightarrow{e} \sigma'$$

$$\langle \tau_\bullet \mid \varepsilon \rangle \triangleright \sigma \quad \xrightarrow{\bullet/\triangledown} \quad \langle \tau_\bullet \cdot e \mid \varepsilon \rangle \triangleright \sigma'$$

(Labeled Record & Replay)

$$\sigma \xrightarrow{e} \sigma'$$

$$\langle \tau_\bullet \mid e \cdot \tau_\triangledown \rangle \triangleright \sigma \quad \xrightarrow{\bullet/\triangledown} \quad \langle \tau_\bullet \cdot e \mid \tau_\triangledown \rangle \triangleright \sigma'$$
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((EXPLORE-SINGLE-TRACE))
\[ \langle \text{exo} : \{ \tau \} \cup \text{Seeds}, \{ w \} \cup W, S_s \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{exo} : \text{Seeds}, W, S_s \rangle \langle w : \langle \varepsilon | \tau \rangle \triangleright \sigma_0 \rangle \]

((WORKER-PROGRESS))
\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \tau \bullet | \tau' \rangle \triangleright \sigma & \rightarrow \langle \tau \bullet | \tau' \rangle \triangleright \sigma' \\
\langle w : \langle \tau \bullet | \tau' \rangle \triangleright \sigma \rangle & \rightarrow \langle w : \langle \tau' \bullet | \tau' \rangle \triangleright \sigma' \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
Exogenous exploration

(Explore-single-trace)
\[
\langle \text{exo} : \{\tau\} \cup \text{Seeds}, \{w\} \cup W, Ss \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{exo} : \text{Seeds}, W, Ss \rangle \langle w : \langle \varepsilon | \tau \rangle \triangleright \sigma_0 \rangle
\]

(Worker-progress)
\[
\frac{\langle \tau_\bullet | \tau_\triangleright \rangle \triangleright \sigma}{\langle w : \langle \tau_\bullet | \tau_\triangleright \rangle \triangleright \sigma \rangle \rightarrow \langle w : \langle \tau'_\bullet | \tau'_\triangleright \rangle \triangleright \sigma' \rangle}
\]

(Update-with-explored-trace)
\[
Ss' = \text{addTrace}(Ss, \tau) \quad \text{Seeds'} = \text{Seeds} \cup \text{newSeeds}(Ss', \tau)
\]
\[
\langle \text{exo} : \text{Seeds}, W, Ss \rangle \langle w : \langle \tau | \varepsilon \rangle \triangleright \sigma_{\varepsilon} \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{exo} : \text{Seeds'}, \{w\} \cup W, Ss' \rangle
\]
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Conclusion

- We have introduced ExoDPOR, a general framework for stateless model checking with state of the art DPOR-algorithms
- It has been instantiated for Real-Time ABS
- We believe an instantiation for ExoDPOR is significantly easier than to implement a model checker from scratch
- Experiments indicate that parallelization gives a linear speed-up for long-running programs